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ABSTRACT 13 

Dual fuel low temperature combustion (LTC), while promising extremely low engine-out 14 

emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and particulate matter (PM), is beset with high unburned 15 

hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, especially at low engine loads.  In the 16 

present work, diesel dual injection is experimentally shown to achieve simultaneous reduction of 17 

HC and CO emissions without compromising NOx and PM benefits.   18 

The motivation to use a second late diesel injection (typically after top dead center 19 

(ATDC)) is to oxidize HC arising from incomplete methane oxidation in dual-fuel combustion 20 

initiated by the first early diesel injection (around 310 CAD). Since the second diesel injection 21 

occurs during the expansion stroke, the NOx-formation propensity is reduced due to low local 22 

temperatures. The experimental matrix consisted of twenty-two distinct operating points on a 23 

single cylinder research engine (SCRE) adapted for diesel-ignited methane dual fueling. All the 24 
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experiments were performed at a constant intake pressure of 1.5 bar and fixed first diesel injection 25 

timing at 310 CAD whereas, the second diesel injection timing was varied between 320 and 375 26 

CAD and the injection pressure was varied between 500 – 1500 bar. In addition to reductions in 27 

ISHC (54%, to 13.7 g/kW-hr), ISCO (46%, to 2.7 g/kW-hr), and ISNOx (7%, to 0.31 g/kW-hr) 28 

emissions, a 11% increase in indicated fuel conversion efficiency (IFCE) and a 12% increase in 29 

combustion efficiency (ηc) were achieved relative to the baseline single injection (at 310 CAD) 30 

dual-fuel LTC. Although smoke emissions increased slightly from 0.03 to 0.06 Filter Smoke 31 

Number, they are still considerably lower than for conventional diesel operation.  32 

Keywords.  dual fuel; low-temperature combustion; multiple injections; RCCI; natural gas; NOx 33 

emissions 34 

 35 

ABBREVIATIONS 36 

AHRR  Apparent Heat Release Rate 37 

ATDC  After Top Dead Center 38 

BDC  Bottom Dead Center 39 

BMEP  Brake Mean Effective Pressure 40 

BTDC  Before Top Dead Center 41 

CA5-90 Crank angle degrees between the locations of 5% and 90% cumulative heat release 42 

CA5  Crank angle at which 5% of cumulative heat release occurs 43 

CA50  Crank angle at which 50% of cumulative heat release occurs 44 

CA90  Crank angle at which 90% of cumulative heat release occurs 45 

CAD  Crank Angle Degrees 46 

CO  Carbon monoxide 47 
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COV  Coefficient of Variation 48 

EGR  Exhaust Gas Recirculation 49 

EOI  End of Injection of Diesel 50 

FSN  Filter Smoke Number 51 

HC  Unburned hydrocarbon 52 

ID  Ignition Delay 53 

IFCE  Indicated Fuel Conversion Efficiency 54 

IMEP  Indicated Mean Effective Pressure 55 

LHV  Lower Heating Value 56 

LTC  Low-temperature combustion 57 

MPRR  Maximum Pressure Rise Rate 58 

NOx  Oxides of nitrogen 59 

PES  Percent Energy Substitution 60 

Pin  Intake manifold (boost) pressure 61 

Prail  Rail pressure 62 

SCRE  Single Cylinder Research Engine 63 

SOC  Start of Combustion 64 

SOI  Start of Injection of Diesel 65 

TDC  Top Dead Center 66 

ηc  Combustion Efficiency  67 
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1. INTRODUCTION 68 

Advanced low temperature combustion (LTC) concepts exhibit the potential to produce diesel-like 69 

efficiency, very low particulate matter (PM) and ISNOx emissions. However, its high CO and 70 

unburned hydrocarbon (HC) emissions, especially at low loads is a major stumbling block. Various 71 

single fuel LTC strategies such as homogeneous charge compression ignition [1], partially 72 

premixed combustion [2, 3], gasoline compression ignition combustion [4, 5], thermally stratified 73 

compression ignition [6, 7] and dual fuel LTC strategies [8 – 12] such as reactivity-controlled 74 

compression ignition [13 – 15] have been investigated.  In the present work, we focus on dual-fuel 75 

LTC, whose benefits has been documented extensively for several decades [16 – 27]. In dual fuel 76 

LTC, diesel-like high-reactivity fuels are used to ignite a premixed mixture of a low-reactivity fuel 77 

such as natural gas (or methane), propane, and gasoline and air. With introduction of the second 78 

fuel, we introduce a new degree of freedom, which is the energy or mass ratio between the two 79 

fuels. In dual-fuel LTC, it is commonly defined as percentage energy substitution (PES), which is 80 

defined as the percentage of high-reactivity fuel energy input substituted by the low-reactivity fuel.  81 

Various researchers have studied the effect of PES [28 – 31] on dual fuel combustion and found 82 

that increasing PES lowers NOx and soot emissions. This can also be explained based on Dec’s 83 

conceptual model of diesel combustion [32], where he found that soot emissions are formed 84 

primarily in the rich premixed regions of the diesel jet, and NOx emissions were formed in the 85 

high-temperature diffusion flame enveloping the diesel jet. In dual fuel combustion, by increasing 86 

the PES, the diesel jet’s size is reduced.  The resulting NOx emissions are much lower since NOx 87 

emissions scale with diesel quantity and the corresponding size of the diffusion flame (if it exists) 88 

enveloping the diesel jet.  Additionally, the predominantly lean methane-air combustion results in 89 
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reduced soot emissions. Along with the PES, the effect of other control parameters such as fuel 90 

injection pressure, SOI, and intake air pressure and temperature on dual fuel combustion were 91 

investigated by Krishnan et al., [28]. They report NOx and HC emissions trade-off, showing a drop 92 

in NOx emissions with increase in HC emissions as the diesel SOI is advanced (300 CAD). This 93 

is mainly due to the dual-fuel combustion being a mixing based combustion technique, as the SOI 94 

is advanced, the high reactivity fuel gets more time to mix and resulted in less rich regions and 95 

retards the combustion phasing.  96 

Previous research from the same engine setup by Raihan et.al., [33] and Guerry et.al., [34] 97 

has demonstrated significant NOx benefits and IFCE benefits by advancing the diesel SOI up to 98 

300 CAD. In addition, Raihan et.al., [33] showed that lower injection pressures result in more 99 

heterogeneous fuel-air mixtures, causing higher ISNOx and ISHC emissions. Guerry et.al., [34] 100 

has shown increase in ISCO and ISHC emissions for diesel SOI earlier than 300 CAD. In the 101 

current study we examine the advantages of a dual injection strategy in minimizing engine-out 102 

emissions and improving fuel conversion efficiencies in diesel-methane dual fuel combustion. 103 

Carlucci et al., [35] showed splitting pilot injection increases fuel conversion efficiency and reduce 104 

emissions, especially at low loads using biogas-bio diesel. Following that other researchers showed 105 

similar results with various fuel combinations butanol-diesel [36, 37], natural-gas-diesel [38, 39], 106 

and gasoline-diesel [40]. In this context, the current study uses methane-diesel fuel combination 107 

with earlier pilot injection (310 CAD) of diesel, the effect of splitting the pilot injection, the effect 108 

of dwell between the two injections, and the effect of fuel injection pressures on IFCE and engine 109 

out emissions were discussed to determine the best operating condition at 5 bar brake mean 110 

effective pressure (BMEP). 111 
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OBJECTIVE 112 

The objective of the present work is to minimize the ISHC and ISCO emissions and improve 113 

combustion efficiency with minimal impact on ISNOx emissions in dual fuel LTC by introducing 114 

a second injection of diesel. At a fixed intake pressure of 1.5 bar, engine speed of 1500 rpm, and 115 

fixed first diesel SOI of 310 CAD, the effect of the second diesel SOI, injection duration, PES, and 116 

rail pressure (Prail) on the engine performance, combustion, and exhaust emissions were 117 

investigated in a single cylinder research engine (SCRE). 118 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 119 

The layout of the experimental test cell is shown in Figure 1. The SCRE details are shown in Table 120 

1. A 250 HP AC regenerative dynamometer (Dyne Systems), controlled by an Interloc V engine 121 

controller, coupled to the SCRE was used both to motor the engine and also to measure the torque 122 

and the speed of the engine. An integrated emissions bench (Altech Environment) was used to 123 

measure engine-out total HC, NOx, CO, CO2, and O2 emissions. The bench was calibrated using 124 

known concentrations of the same gases (except for HC, for which propane was used). The 125 

calibration gas concentrations are shown in Table 2. A sample trolley equipped with a heated pump 126 

and heated lines maintained at 191±5°C to prevent condensation of the HC before reaching the 127 

emissions bench. Smoke was measured using an AVL 415S variable sampling smoke meter in 128 

Filter Smoke Number (FSN). The emissions were computed as an average of data recorded for 60 129 

seconds and converted to indicated-specific units using SAE J1003 standard [41]. 130 

Table 1: Engine Specifications 131 

Engine Type Rsi-130 Doosan DV-11 SCRE 

Displacement Volume 1.827 liters 
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Compression Ratio 17.1:1 

Maximum Engine Speed 1900 RPM 

Bore x Stroke 128 x 142 (mm x mm) 

Connecting rod length 228 mm 

Valve Train 2 Intake, 2 Exhaust valves 

Intake valve open (CAD absolute) 32º 

Intake valve close (CAD absolute) 198º 

Exhaust valve open (CAD absolute) 532º 

Exhaust valve close (CAD absolute) 14º 

Diesel Injection System CP3 Pump, Common rail 

Injector nozzle hole diameter 0.197 mm 

Number of nozzle holes 8 

Diesel injection in the cylinder was achieved using a Stand-Alone Diesel Injector (SADI) 132 

controller from National Instruments. A Bosch CP3 common-rail fuel injection pump and injector 133 

were employed. Crank-resolved injector needle lift was measured using a Hall effect sensor. Ultra-134 

Low Sulfur Diesel (Sulfur 15 ppm, cetane number CN40 minimum) fuel and methane (Ultra high 135 

purity 99.97 %,) were used for fueling the engine. Methane fumigation in the air intake manifold 136 

was controlled by a current-controlled electronic valve (HANBAY Model MCM-050AB). The 137 

flow rates of diesel and methane were monitored using Coriolis flowmeters (MicroMotion Model 138 

CMF025M319N2BAEZZZ). 139 

The diesel fuel was cooled by a fuel heat exchanger. In-cylinder pressure was monitored 140 

using a Kistler 6052C pressure transducer and a Kistler 5010B charge amplifier. The pressure 141 

transducer was mounted flush with the inner periphery of the cylinder head to avoid any pipe 142 

oscillations. An AVL Indismart data acquisition system collected the cylinder pressure and needle 143 

lift data over 1000 cycles. Other calculated parameters, including maximum pressure rise rate 144 
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(MPRR), coefficient of variation (COV) of indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), ignition 145 

delay, combustion phasing (CA50), and IMEP were also ensemble-averaged over 1000 cycles. A 146 

shaft encoder with a resolution of 0.1 crank angle degrees (CAD) was connected to the engine 147 

crankshaft to trigger cylinder pressure data acquisition. The encoder TDC and the physical engine 148 

TDC were software phased to ensure crossover-free motoring pressure traces. In-cylinder pressure 149 

was pegged to the intake manifold pressure at BDC using an intake manifold absolute pressure 150 

sensor.  151 

K-type thermocouples were used for temperature measurements. Engine Oil Temperature 152 

Conditioner (EOTC) and Engine Water Temperature Conditioner (EWTC) with PID control loops 153 

maintained the engine oil and coolant water temperatures, respectively, at 80 °C. An air 154 

compressor coupled with a heatless desiccant dryer was used to simulate intake air boost. A sonic 155 

orifice flowmeter (Model SN16–SA–235) measured the intake air mass by ensuring choked flow 156 

across its orifice and recording the upstream pressure and temperature. Accuracies of experimental 157 

measurements are listed in Table 2. 158 

Table 2: Accuracies of Experimental Measurements 159 

Measured parameter Unit Concentration  Accuracy 

Engine Speed RPM N/A ± 1 rpm of reading 

Engine Torque Nm N/A ± 0.06% of reading 

Cylinder pressure bar N/A ± 0.005 of reading 

Diesel flow rate kg/h N/A ± 0.05% of reading 

Methane flow rate kg/h N/A ± 0.35% of reading 

Airflow rate kg/h N/A ± 0.1% of reading 

Temperatures °C N/A ± 0.75% of reading 

Pressures (intake, exhaust, 

coolant, and lubricating oil) 
psig N/A ± 0.25% of reading 
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Smoke number FSN N/A ± 0.001% of reading 

THC emissions ppm 8688 ppm <0.5% of the full scale 

NOx emissions ppm 2006 ppm <1% of the full scale 

CO emissions % 8% <1% of the full scale 

CO2 emissions % 18% <1% of the full scale 

O2 emissions % 17% <1% of the full scale 

2.1 Experimental Matrix 160 

The experimental matrix consisted of 22 operating points (OP#) and their details are 161 

provided in   162 
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Table 3. Additional details of this experimental matrix can be found Sohail [42]. The first operating 163 

point, OP#1, is considered the baseline. Baseline corresponds to diesel-methane dual fuel LTC 164 

with single diesel injection, at 85 PES. The baseline point was recorded at the constant engine 165 

operating parameter values of 1500 rpm, Pin = 1.5 bar, Tin = 35 deg C and producing 5 bar BMEP. 166 

Diesel fuel rail pressure was maintained at 500 bar and the SOI was fixed at 310 CAD, with no 167 

external EGR. As mentioned earlier, an additional injection of diesel was introduced starting from 168 

the second operating point, OP#2, to quantify its effect on decreasing HC and CO emissions as 169 

well as on ηc and IFCE. For OP#2 and OP#3, the second injection was tried at 320 CAD and 325 170 

CAD, to see the effect of close-coupled injections.  171 

However, due to the adverse effect of OP#2 and OP#3 on ISNOx emissions, the second 172 

SOI was delayed beyond TDC to 370 CAD and 375 CAD for OP#4 and OP#5, respectively, while 173 

decreasing the PES to 75%. The second SOI of 375 CAD at 75 PES showed improvements in 174 

ISNOx emissions compared to closed couple injections. However, even with OP#4 and OP#5, 175 

IFCE and smoke emissions were compromised and therefore, from OP#6 onward, all other 176 

parameters were kept constant, and only the injection pressure was increased along with 177 

appropriate adjustments to the injection duration to maintain a constant BMEP.  178 
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Table 3: Experimental Test Matrix 179 

OP# PES First SOI Inj Dur1 Second SOI Inj Dur2 
Injection 

Pressure 

- % CAD ms CAD ms bar 

1 85 310 0.52 - - 500 

2 85 310 0.425 320 0.425 500 

3 85 310 0.436 325 0.436 500 

4 75 310 0.52 370 0.42 500 

5 75 310 0.52 375 0.49 500 

6 75 310 0.52 375 0.465 550 

7 75 310 0.52 375 0.35 600 

8 75 310 0.52 375 0.31 650 

9 75 310 0.52 375 0.192 700 

10 75 310 0.5 375 0.29 700 

11 75 310 0.49 375 0.31 700 

12 75 310 0.45 375 0.29 800 

13 75 310 0.46 375 0.265 800 

14 75 310 0.42 375 0.28 900 

15 75 310 0.46 375 0.17 900 

16 75 310 0.45 375 0.135 1000 

17 75 310 0.405 375 0.257 1000 

18 75 310 0.39 375 0.25 1100 

19 75 310 0.385 375 0.255 1200 

20 75 310 0.36 375 0.275 1300 

21 75 310 0.325 375 0.295 1400 

22 75 310 0.325 375 0.32 1500 

 180 
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 181 
Figure 1: Experimental setup of the single-cylinder research engine 182 

2.2 Definitions 183 

Important parameters used in this paper such as the overall equivalence ratio (Φ), percent energy 184 

substitution (PES), ignition delay (ID), combustion efficiency (𝜂𝑐), and net apparent heat release 185 

rate (AHRR) are defined below: 186 
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In Equations 1 and 2, �̇� refers to the mass flow rates of diesel (subscript d), gaseous 192 

methane fuel (subscript g), and air (subscript a), and LHV refers to the corresponding fuel lower 193 

heating values.  Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio (A/F) st-tot is defined as the stoichiometric air required 194 

for complete oxidation of both diesel and methane into CO2 and H2O.  Therefore, (A/F)st-tot is 195 

dependent on the PES of methane.  In Equation 3, the ignition delay is defined as the time elapsed 196 

from SOI to start of combustion (SOC), which is defined as the crank angle at which 5% of 197 

cumulative heat release occurs (CA5).  Similarly, combustion phasing (CA50) and combustion 198 

duration (CA5-90) are defined as the crank angle at which 50% of cumulative heat release occurs 199 

and the difference between the 5% and 90% cumulative heat release crank angles, respectively.   200 

In Equation 4, combustion efficiency (ηc) is calculated using the mass fractions (xi) of CO, 201 

H2, HC, and PM using their respective LHVs (𝑄𝐿𝐻𝑉𝑖
) [43].  In this study, only the measured CO 202 

and HC concentrations and the H2 mass fractions estimated from stoichiometry calculations are 203 

used in the ηc calculations.  Since the composition of HC in the exhaust, and thus its LHV, are not 204 

known, Heywood [43] recommends using the LHV of the fuel as they are expected to be of 205 

comparable magnitude.  However, since two fuels are used for dual fuel combustion, the exhaust 206 

HC can theoretically originate from both fuels; therefore, the combined mass-fraction-weighted 207 

LHV of diesel and methane is used to represent the LHV of HC.  The lower heating values for 208 

methane, CO, and H2 are assumed to be 50 MJ/kg, 10.1 MJ/kg, and 120 MJ/kg, respectively.  Also, 209 
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since gravimetric PM was not measured in the present experiments, it was not considered in the ηc 210 

calculations. 211 

The net AHRR was derived from measured in-cylinder pressure data using Equation 5.  212 

The instantaneous volume (V) was calculated from the engine geometry and derivatives of 213 

pressure and volume (dP/dθ and dV/dθ) were calculated numerically using a four-point central 214 

difference formula.  The specific heat ratio (γ) required in Eq. 5 was evaluated using an in-house 215 

MATLAB based chemical equilibrium code, which uses the real gas temperature (Redlich–Kwong 216 

equation of state) and NASA polynomials [44] as basic inputs. 217 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 218 

In this section, combustion, performance, and emissions results for single- and dual-injection 219 

diesel-methane LTC are presented and efficiency-emissions tradeoffs are discussed based on 220 

results obtained at the 22 different operating points.  221 

3.1 Effects of SOI of Second Diesel Injection 222 

In this section, we focus on the first five operating points in Table 3. Starting with OP#1, which 223 

involves a single diesel injection at 85 PES, followed by a close-coupled second diesel injection, 224 

which corresponds to OP#2 and OP#3, and finally for the last two points (OP#4 and OP#5) the 225 

second injection occurs after TDC, with PES reduced to 75%.  226 

3.1.1 Crank-Resolved Apparent Heat Release Rate and Cylinder Pressure 227 

Figure 2 illustrates the cylinder pressure and injector needle lift profiles and Figure 3 shows 228 

the AHRR of the aforementioned five cases (OP#1 to OP#5). Additionally, CA5, CA50, and CA90 229 

are also marked on the cylinder pressure traces in Figure 2 for reference. Considering the baseline 230 
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(OP#1 with single injection), OP#2 and OP#3 have significantly earlier CA5 due to the high 231 

stratification of the fuel-air mixture caused by the second injection. This also advances the 232 

combustion phasing (CA50) to before TDC, which results in a higher peak cylinder pressure than 233 

the single injection baseline case (OP#1). For OP#2 and OP#3, the second SOIs of 320 CAD and 234 

330 CAD, respectively, can be seen clearly from the needle lift curves. To maintain constant 235 

BMEP (5 bar) and constant injection pressure of 500 bar, the first injection duration had to be 236 

decreased with the introduction of the second injection. It can also be seen from Figure 2 that the 237 

peak needle lift of the first injection dropped with injection duration for these two cases.  238 

However, OP#4 and OP#5 were able to simultaneously maintain the 5 bar BMEP along 239 

with the same first injection duration and needle lift as the baseline OP#1. This was achieved by 240 

retarding the second injection well past the CA50. It can also be seen from Table 3 that the first 241 

injection duration of OP#1, OP#4, and OP#5 are all the same. In the absence of additional diesel 242 

fuel from the second injection before CA5, the SOC of OP#4 and OP#5 were delayed compared 243 

to OP#2 and OP#3. However due to slight decreases in the methane flow rate (PES decreased from 244 

85% and 75%) in OP#4 and OP#5 from the baseline resulted in slightly delayed CA50.  245 

From Figure 2, it can be seen that by retarding the second SOI to 370 CAD and 375 CAD 246 

and reducing the PES at constant BMEP, the combustion phasing is retarded to almost same as 247 

that of the baseline (OP#1). Another important reason behind the delayed SOC and CA50 for OP#4 248 

and OP#5 is that they have the same amount of diesel at SOC but less methane compared to the 249 

baseline (OP#1). From Table 3, it can be noticed that the SOI of the first injection (which 250 

contributes to the SOC), the injection pressure, and the injection duration for OP#4 and OP#5 are 251 

the same as those for OP#1, but with 75 PES, instead of 85 PES. This reduction in PES, while 252 
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keeping the first diesel injection amount constant implies lower ambient methane concentration 253 

(everything else remaining the same), and therefore, lower peak cylinder pressure for OP#4 and 254 

OP#5, compared to OP#1. 255 

 256 

Figure 2: Cylinder pressure and needle lift histories at a constant speed of 1500 rpm, intake 257 

pressure of 1.5 bar, and a fuel injection pressure of 500 bar, over a range of SOI as described in   258 
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Table 3; Their corresponding CA5 (circles), CA50 (squares), and CA90 (diamonds) were also 259 

plotted on top of the cylinder pressure trace. 260 

The apparent heat release rate (AHRR) trends for OP#1 through OP#5 are shown in Figure 261 

3. The baseline case (OP#1) exhibited the highest peak AHRR of ~200 J/CAD. The earlier 262 

combustion phasing of OP#2 and OP#3 are due to their close-coupled dual injection, that results 263 

in shorter ignition delays (in fact, less than 20 CAD after the second injection near 320-325 CAD) 264 

with more stratified mixtures. This leads to higher LTHR peaks, and consequently, earlier HTHR. 265 

Since the initial combustion process is more stratified for OP#2 and OP#3, the peak AHRR are 266 

lower compared to OP#1, 4, and 5. OP#4 and OP#5 have similar peak heat release rates and their 267 

CA50 is very similar to that of the baseline OP#1. However, they have a secondary heat release 268 

rate caused by the second injection. This secondary heat release close to the end of the main heat 269 

release for OP#4 and OP#5, extends the combustion duration and shifts the CA90 significantly 270 

later (~378 CAD) than the baseline case (~370 CAD), at a comparable CA50 (~363 CAD). 271 
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 272 

Figure 3: Apparent heat release rate (AHRR) histories at a constant speed of 1500 rpm, 273 

intake pressure of 1.5 bar, and a fuel injection pressure of 500 bar for OP#1 through OP#5 in   274 
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Table 3 275 

3.1.2 Efficiencies and Emissions 276 

The indicated fuel conversion efficiencies (𝐼𝐹𝐶𝐸) for the first five operating conditions, shown in 277 

Figure 4, are very similar, irrespective of the PES or SOI. This is due to the apparent balance 278 

between fueling rate requirements, PES, and AHRR behavior across these operating points. The 279 

combustion efficiencies (ηc) for all these five points are also shown in Figure 4. Clearly, ηc depends 280 

on the CO and HC emissions, which account for partially burned or unburned (mostly methane) 281 

fuel in the exhaust. The indicated thermal efficiency (ηITE) should be inversely related to the ηc 282 

since the IFCE remains nearly invariant and since the thermal, fuel conversion and combustion 283 

efficiencies are related by 𝐼𝐹𝐶𝐸 = 𝜂𝑐 x ηITE. So, ηc is significantly better for OP#2 and OP#3, due 284 

to their early CA50, which helps with better CO and HC oxidation due to higher in-cylinder 285 

temperatures. As CA50 retards, the ηc decreases due to slower oxidation resulting from lower in-286 

cylinder temperatures. 287 

The earlier combustion phasing has a positive impact on the CO and HC emissions but 288 

ISNOx emissions are adversely affected as shown in Figure 4(b). For OP#2 and OP#3, ISNOx 289 

emissions are significantly higher (more than six times) compared to the other three cases. This is 290 

due to the significantly higher local in-cylinder temperatures caused by the earlier combustion 291 

phasing at these operating points. By retarding the combustion phasing, ISNOx emissions can be 292 

reduced to baseline OP#1 values, albeit, at the expense of soot emissions. Figure 4(a) shows 293 

engine-out smoke emissions reported in FSN. With retarded SOIs, ISNOx can be decreased (by 294 

approximately 96% from OP#3 to OP#5), as the combustion phasing is retarded. However, with 295 

the injection pressure of 500 bar, when the second diesel injection occurs after TDC (during the 296 
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combustion process), it appears to result in fuel-rich pockets, causing the soot emissions to increase 297 

(by approximately 17 times from OP#3 to OP#5). 298 
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 299 

Figure 4: a) Soot Emissions, b) Indicated specific NOx emissions, c) Indicated fuel 300 

conversion efficiency (IFCE), and d) combustion efficiency at a constant speed of 1500 rpm, intake 301 

pressure of 1.5 bar, and a fuel injection pressure of 500 bar, over a range of SOI as described in   302 
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Table 3 303 

The aforementioned observations indicate that close-coupled injection (OP#2 and OP#3) 304 

results in significantly earlier combustion phasing and higher ISNOx emissions relative to OP#1. 305 

On the other hand, OP#4 and OP#5 show similar IFCE, ηc, and ISNOx emissions compared to 306 

OP#1, however with significantly higher smoke emissions. These results raised a fundamental 307 

question: “Does the double injection strategy not provide reduced CO and HC emissions for dual 308 

fuel LTC at 5 bar BMEP without a huge smoke penalty?” To address this question, the effect of 309 

injection (rail) pressure (Pinj) was studied.  Various researchers have shown the advantages of using 310 

high injection pressure in mitigating soot emissions in conventional diesel combustion [45 – 48]. 311 

Taking cue from these studies, the same concept was applied to subsequent operating conditions 312 

in the current dual fuel LTC experiments. 313 

3.2 Effect of the injection pressure (Prail) and the duration of the injection 314 

This section focuses on the remaining 17 operating points in Table 3. Starting from OP#6 315 

to OP#22, the fuel injection pressure was increased from 500 bar to 1500 bar, keeping the 316 

following parameters constant: intake pressure of 1.5 bar, speed of 1500 rpm, PES of 75%, first 317 

and second SOIs of 310 CAD and 375 CAD, respectively, and a nominal BMEP of 5 bar. 318 

3.2.1 Apparent Heat Release Rate and Cylinder Pressure 319 

Figure 5 shows the cylinder pressure and needle lift histories for five representative 320 

operating points out of all seventeen cases (OP#6 – OP#22) along with the baseline OP#1. To 321 

make the plot easy to comprehend, only 5 (OP# 6, 10, 14, 18, and 22) out of 17 operating points 322 

are shown along with OP#1 for brevity. Similarly, the AHRR of these six cases are shown in Figure 323 
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6. Additionally, CA5, CA50, and CA90 were also marked on the cylinder pressure traces in Figure 324 

5 for reference. 325 

No variations are seen in the cylinder pressure traces across all the six cases up to ~340 326 

CAD, but beyond that, OP#10 showed slightly higher in-cylinder pressure compared to others. It 327 

can also be noticed from Figure 5, that OP#10 has the highest peak on the needle lift and it was 328 

the latest point to reach zero needle lift, during the first injection of diesel. Despite nearly invariant 329 

needle lift profiles and durations, with the fuel rail pressure changing across these six-operating 330 

conditions, the total diesel injected amount varied. However, OP#10 had the shortest ignition delay 331 

(earliest SOC) and earliest CA50, which leads to the highest peak cylinder pressure. As CA50 is 332 

retarded, the peak cylinder pressure decreases, with the OP#22 (the case with highest injection 333 

pressure) having the latest combustion phasing and the lowest peak cylinder pressure. Most 334 

importantly, the second injection of diesel occurs after CA90 for most of the cases, except for three 335 

cases (OP#5, OP#21, and OP#22). So, for most of the cases the second injection of diesel does not 336 

have a significant impact on CA50 and contributes less than 10 percent of the overall cumulative 337 

heat release. 338 
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 339 

Figure 5: Cylinder pressure and needle lift histories at a constant speed of 1500 rpm, intake 340 

pressure of 1.5 bar, and an SOI of 310 CAD and 375 CAD, over a range of fuel injection pressure 341 

as described in Table 3 342 

The AHRR trend in Figure 6 shows OP#10 has the highest (~300 J/CAD) and earliest peak 343 

heat release. OP#18 also has a very similar heat release rate profile, but with a later combustion 344 

phasing, as the peak AHRR occurs after TDC. OP#6 and OP#22 have similar AHRR profiles 345 

compared to OP#1, albeit with different combustion phasing. It is important to note that with the 346 

change in combustion phasing, the percentage of energy released being converted into useful work 347 

varies. Additionally, all the cases with the second diesel injection have a secondary heat release 348 

rate after 375 CAD (start of the second injection). To analyze this second heat release rate profile 349 

across various cases, a magnified view of the AHRR due to the second injection is showed as an 350 

inset plot in Figure 6. 351 
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From the inset plot of Figure 6, OP#22 has the highest second peak of ~40 J/CAD at 380 352 

CAD (5 degrees from start of second injection). OP#6 shows a lower second AHRR peak of ~17 353 

J/CAD for an extended duration (even after 385 CAD). The remaining three cases have sharp and 354 

short second AHRR peaks since the first AHRR peaks were higher compared to OP#1. The 355 

variations in second AHRR depend on the combustion phasing of the first/main heat release and 356 

on the mass of fuel injected in the second injection.  357 

 358 

Figure 6: Apparent heat release rate histories at a constant speed of 1500 rpm, intake pressure of 359 

1.5 bar, and an SOI of 310 CAD and 375 CAD, over a range of fuel injection pressure as described 360 

in Table 3 361 

3.2.2 Ignition and Combustion Parameters 362 

While a brief picture of the CA5, CA50, and CA90 trends at different fuel injection 363 

pressures was provided in Figure 5, in Figure 7, the same trends for all the 17 operating points 364 
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(OP#6 to OP#22) are shown along with results for the baseline OP#1 (shown as a dotted line). As 365 

expected, with increasing injection pressure, the injection duration is decreased to maintain 366 

constant BMEP across these cases. The overall combustion process gets retarded as the duration 367 

of the first injection decreases (as fuel injection pressure increases). Additionally, the effect of 368 

increasing injection pressure (from 550 bar to 700 bar) at constant first injection duration of 0.52 369 

ms can be seen across the first four points. Among OP# 6 through OP# 9, the mass of fuel injected 370 

with the first injection likely increased, based on the following considerations: 1) the constant 371 

injection duration with increasing injection pressure and 2) shorter second injection durations (cf. 372 

Table 3) to maintain constant BMEP, especially since the overall diesel mass flow rate remained 373 

nearly invariant for these OPs. 374 

All OPs except OP#21 and OP#22, have earlier CA5 (start of combustion) and CA50 than 375 

the baseline OP#1 due to higher injection pressures. Even though OP#21 and OP#22 have the 376 

highest injection pressures, their first injection durations decreased significantly due to longer 377 

second injection durations (cf. Table 3). The CA90 trends are similar to the CA50 trends in that 378 

CA90 retards along with CA50, and vice versa. However, for OP#21 and OP#22, where the second 379 

injection produced significant energy output and further retarded CA90, the CA90 occurs after the 380 

second injection. 381 
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 382 

Figure 7: The trends of CA5 (circles), CA50 (squares), and CA90 (diamonds) over the first 383 

injection duration of diesel fuel (for OP#6 – OP#22) and the dotted line corresponds to the CA5, 384 

CA50, and CA90 of the reference single injection case (OP#1) Additionally, the density of the 385 

shade defines the injection pressure of the OP 386 

The COV of IMEP, shown in Figure 8a, follows the same trend as that of the CA5 and 387 

CA50; i.e., as the combustion retards, the COV of IMEP increases. However, the COV was always 388 

less than 3%, indicating that cyclic variations were minimal for all of these OPs. The maximum 389 

pressure rise rate (MPRR), shown in Figure 8b, follows the opposite trend. As CA50 is retarded, 390 

the peak pressure decreases, and the heat release get distributed for a longer duration (discussed 391 

later). The location at which the peak pressure occurs is also retarded, thus decreasing MPRR. 392 
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 393 

Figure 8: a) COV of IMEP, b) Maximum pressure rise rate (MPRR) over the first injection 394 

duration of diesel fuel (for OP#6 – OP#22) and the dotted line corresponds to the respective 395 

values of the reference single injection case (OP#1) 396 

The effect of fuel injection pressure on the burn duration is shown in Figure 9. From Figure 397 

9a, it can be seen that the burn duration trend is very similar to the CA50 trend. So, it appears that 398 

the burn duration is correlated to the combustion phasing. To verify this, burn duration is plotted 399 

against CA50 in Figure 9b, where it is seen that the burn duration increases almost linearly with 400 

the CA50. Despite this correlation between CA50 and burn duration, it may not be concluded that 401 

retarded CA50 causes longer burn durations. Rather, the calculated burn duration directly depends 402 

on CA90, which can occur later for dual injection conditions with significant heat release after the 403 

second injection (e.g., OP#22). Consequently, the correlation between CA50 and burn duration for 404 

these operating conditions is incidental (at best) and does not imply causation. 405 
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 406 

Figure 9: a) Burn duration (CA5-90) over the first injection duration of diesel fuel and b) Burn 407 

duration (CA5-90) over the calculated CA50 (for OP#6 – OP#22) and the dotted line corresponds 408 

to the burn duration of the reference single injection case (OP#1) 409 

3.2.3 Fuel Conversion Efficiency and Combustion Efficiency 410 

Indicated fuel conversion efficiency (IFCE) and combustion efficiency (𝜂𝑐) for these 17 411 

cases are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. For any given injection duration, IFCE 412 

increases slightly with increasing injection pressure. This can be explained from the CA5, CA50 413 

trends, which are “more optimal” when injection pressure increases at a given injection duration. 414 

Typically, for similar burn durations, a CA50 around 5 CAD after TDC leads to higher IFCE due 415 

to a more optimal tradeoff between the compression work required and the expansion work 416 

delivered for a given amount of fuel. In addition, combustion efficiency improvements can also 417 

help improve IFCE. 418 
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 419 

Figure 10: IFCE over the first injection duration of diesel fuel (for OP#6 – OP#22) and the 420 

dotted line corresponds to the IFCE of the reference single injection case (OP#1) 421 

To study combustion efficiency (ηc) trends, they were plotted against three different 422 

parameters namely peak bulk temperature, CA50, and burn duration in Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c, 423 

respectively. From Figure 11a, with increasing peak bulk temperature, ηc increases for any 424 

injection pressure. An increase in bulk temperature depicts either an increase in the lowest 425 

temperature in the cylinder and/or a decrease in the fraction of volume whose temperature is too 426 

low to have complete combustion (mostly near-wall regions). Additionally, for any OPs with 427 

comparable peak bulk temperatures, the OP with higher injection pressure resulted in higher ηc. 428 

This can be attributed to the fact that higher injection pressure increase spray momentum, thus 429 

increasing entrainment rates of the surrounding methane-air mixture, and leading to more effective 430 

consumption of methane. The red dotted line represents the reference temperature of 1500 K [49] 431 

below which the oxidation of CO to CO2 is necessarily incomplete.  432 

Even though increasing injection pressure increases combustion efficiency, it is evident 433 

from Fig. 11 that the two cases with the highest injection pressure have the lowest ηc. It is mainly 434 

because of the later combustion phasing, longer burn durations and lower peak bulk temperatures, 435 

with all three parameters contributing to the ηc reductions. In general, ηc decreases when 436 
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combustion phasing is delayed (away from TDC) and combustion duration is relatively long, 437 

thereby reducing in-cylinder bulk gas temperatures. When combustion phasing is retarded, the 438 

instantaneous piston speed increases as the piston descends, resulting in a more rapid decrease of 439 

in-cylinder temperatures during the later combustion stages. As temperature decreases, the 440 

oxidation process gets hindered, resulting in higher unburned hydrocarbon and CO emissions, 441 

which decrease ηc. 442 

 443 

Figure 11: Combustion Efficiency (ηc) vs Peak bulk temperature, b) Combustion Efficiency vs 444 

CA50, and c) Combustion Efficiency vs Burn duration (CA5-90) (for OP#6 – OP#22), the blue 445 
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dotted line corresponds to the ηc of the reference single injection case (OP#1) and the red dotted 446 

line in Figure 11a corresponds to the minimum temperature required to oxidize CO [49] 447 

3.2.4 Residence time and its effect on emissions 448 

In addition to combustion phasing, combustion duration, and in-cylinder peak bulk gas 449 

temperatures, the duration for which high temperatures persist is important vis-à-vis CO and HC 450 

oxidation. In the present work, residence time (τres) is defined as the duration in CAD for which 451 

the in-cylinder bulk gas temperature stays above the threshold of 1400 K. The threshold is set to 452 

be Tthreshold = 1400 K, instead of 1500 K (below which the oxidation of CO to CO2 is necessarily 453 

incomplete [49]) since a few operating points never reached 1500 K peak bulk gas temperature. 454 

Figure 12 shows the residence time (for reference, residence times with both Tthreshold = 1400 K 455 

and Tthreshold = 1500 K are shown), combustion duration, CAD location of the peak bulk 456 

temperature, and the start and end of the second injection of diesel. It is evident from the CAD 457 

location of the peak bulk temperature and the residence time data bars that the CAD duration 458 

between Tthreshold = 1400 K and the peak temperature is shorter compared to the CAD duration 459 

from peak temperature down to Tthreshold = 1400 K (during expansion); i.e., the bulk temperature is 460 

not symmetric about its peak location. 461 

The peak bulk temperature does not necessarily occur at or around CA50. For some OPs 462 

(notably OP#9, #15, and #16) it happens well after CA90, due to the very early start of combustion 463 

and combustion phasing and short combustion durations. For those three OPs, although the CA90 464 

happens before TDC, and the peak bulk temperature happens just after TDC, they are the earliest 465 

to reach the threshold temperature (due to early combustion phasings) and the latest to fall below 466 

the threshold temperature (due to high peak bulk gas temperatures) resulting in the longest 467 

residence times.  468 
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The two OPs with the highest injection pressure were the two OPs with the latest 469 

combustion phasing as discussed earlier. From Figure 12, it is seen that the start and the end of the 470 

second injection also happen during the combustion process (before CA90). From Table 3, it is 471 

clear that the ratio between the first and second injection durations is lowest for OP#21 and 22 472 

(approximately 1). As the fraction of the overall fuel injected during the first injection is decreased, 473 

the start of combustion is retarded. Due to the later start of combustion (CA5 ~ 358 CAD), the 474 

second injection happens before the end of the heat release rate arising due to the first injection, 475 

resulting in a comparably higher second heat release rate (see Figure 6). Thus, the CA50 and CA90 476 

are delayed for these two cases. Due to their latest combustion phasing, they had the lowest peak 477 

bulk temperatures and shortest residence times. 478 
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 479 

Figure 12:Combustion duration, residence time, and CAD location of peak bulk gas temperature 480 

for different operating points. Red and cyan bar represent the residence time for which the bulk 481 

temperature stays above 1400 K and 1500 K respectively, the blue bar represents the combustion 482 

duration (from CA5 to CA90) for OP#6 – OP#22. The CADs of peak bulk temperature, start and 483 

end of the second injection are also marked on the plot for reference 484 

As discussed before, the residence time is important due to its direct impact on engine-out 485 

emissions such as CO and HC. The indicated specific emissions of CO and HC are shown in 486 

Figures 13a and 13b, respectively. Excluding OP#21 and OP#22, both emissions exhibited very 487 

similar trends in that as the residence time increases, both CO and HC emissions decrease by 488 

approximately 60%. This is because the higher residence time provides a longer duration for both 489 

HC and CO oxidation. For any given residence time, higher injection pressures resulted in lower 490 
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emissions, agreeing with other results in the literature [50 – 52]. The ISHC emissions for the dual 491 

injection OPs were always lower compared to the single injection OP, validating the original 492 

hypothesis that the second diesel injection after TDC would help improve the ISHC emissions. 493 

ISCO emissions also have a very similar trend, however, OP#6, OP#21, and OP#22 have slightly 494 

higher ISCO emissions. Another interesting trend is that the lower ISHC emissions occur at the 495 

highest injection pressures (OP#21 and OP#22), unlike ISCO emissions, despite the very short 496 

residence times for OP#21 and OP#22. The main reason for the decrease in HC emissions is the 497 

longer combustion durations for OP#21 and OP#22. However, since the combustion phasing is 498 

significantly delayed (CA90 occurs around 380 CAD), complete oxidation of HC into CO2 is 499 

impeded, resulting in higher CO emissions. It is also important to notice those two points have the 500 

lowest peak bulk temperatures (see Fig 11), which also adversely affect CO oxidation. 501 
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 502 
Figure 13: The effect of residence time on a) Indicated specific carbon monoxide emissions and 503 

b) Indicated specific hydrocarbon emissions. The dotted line corresponds to the corresponding 504 

indicated specific emissions of the reference single injection case (OP#1) 505 

3.2.5 Efficiency-Emissions Tradeoffs for Different Prail and Injection Duration 506 

Both efficiency and emissions are important when considering the overall attractiveness of 507 

advanced combustion concepts. The tradeoff plots shown in Figure 14 help determine the best 508 

operating points (for the conditions examined) both in terms of emissions and efficiency. The 509 

indicated specific emissions for CO, HC, NOx, and CO2 are plotted against IFCE. At the outset, it 510 

is evident that the IFCE of all the cases is better than the reference single injection case and there 511 

is no significant overall trend between any emissions and the efficiency. From the four subplots, 512 

four specific operating points whose IFCE were higher than 48.5% could be considered “best 513 

operating points”. Ideally, the two operating points with 50% efficiency may be desirable; 514 

however, unfortunately those operating points also have significantly higher CO emissions (twice 515 

as much) and slightly higher HC emissions (20% higher) compared to the two operating points 516 
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around the IFCE of 49%. So, OP#19 and OP#20 appear to provide the best tradeoffs with respect 517 

to both efficiency and emissions. They have the lowest CO, HC, and NOx emissions. These points 518 

also have slightly higher CO2 emissions compared to the reference single injection case; however, 519 

this is due to higher IFCE and combustion efficiency values, both of which are positive outcomes. 520 

Similarly, OP#19 and OP#20 also show approximately 11% improvement in the IFCE compared 521 

to the reference single injection operating point. 522 
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 523 

Figure 14: Efficiency-Emissions trade-off; IFCE has been plotted against a) Indicated specific 524 

carbon monoxide, b) Indicated specific hydrocarbon, c) Indicated specific oxides of nitrogen, and 525 

d) Indicated specific carbon dioxide and the dotted line represents the corresponding indicated 526 

specific emissions and indicated FC efficiency of the reference single injection case (OP#1); The 527 

most attractive operating points based on the tradeoff plots are encircled 528 

 529 
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Concerns with high smoke emissions led to the consideration of higher injection pressures 530 

with dual injection. Filter smoke number (FSN) measurements from the smoke meter for all the 531 

17 operating points along with the reference OP#1 are shown in Figure 15. As expected, smoke 532 

emissions decreased significantly with the increase in the injection pressure. It is also interesting 533 

to note that smoke emissions for OP#19 and OP#20 with dual injection matched the smoke 534 

emissions of the reference single injection case along with an 11% increase in IFCE (compared to 535 

44% IFCE of reference case) and ~40% lower ISCO and ~50% lower ISHC emissions. 536 

Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude that OP#19 and OP#20 are the most optimal operating 537 

conditions vis-à-vis efficiency-emissions tradeoffs. 538 

 539 
Figure 15: Smoke emissions of the OP#6 to #22 and the dotted line represents the corresponding 540 

smoke meter measurements and IFCE for the reference single injection case (OP#1) 541 

  542 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 543 

Advantages of a second diesel injection in diesel-methane dual-fuel low temperature combustion 544 

(LTC) were explored with the specific goals of improving IFCE, ηc, and reducing HC and CO 545 

emissions without significantly compromising the inherent NOx and smoke benefits of dual fuel 546 

LTC. The study was conducted on a single-cylinder research engine with the following fixed 547 

operating conditions: intake pressure of 1.5 bar, engine speed of 1500 rpm, and BMEP of 5 bar. 548 

After exploring 22 different operating conditions (1 single injection and 21 different combinations 549 

of double diesel injections at various diesel injection pressures), the following conclusions were 550 

attained. The single diesel injection case with an injection timing of 310 CAD, diesel injection 551 

pressure of 500 bar, and a methane percentage energy substitution (PES) of 85 % was considered 552 

as the reference condition for the following conclusions. 553 

a) Close-coupled dual diesel injections (SOI1 = 310 CAD and SOI2 = 320 CAD and 325 554 

CAD) resulted in earlier combustion phasing (CA50 advanced by ~7 CAD) due to high 555 

stratification, a 5% improvement in combustion efficiency, a 10% increase in peak 556 

cylinder pressure, and 6 times higher NOx emissions, compared to the single injection 557 

operating point (Baseline values: CA50 = 363 CAD, combustion efficiency = 81%, 558 

peak cylinder pressure = 107 bar, ISNOx = 0.35 g/kWh). 559 

b)  Keeping all other operating parameters fixed, when the second SOI was retarded past 560 

TDC and a significant dwell was ensured between the first and the second diesel 561 

injections (~ 65 CAD), the smoke emissions increased significantly from 0.027 FSN 562 

for the reference single injection case to 0.825 FSN, although the NOx emissions and 563 

IFCE were similar to the single injection values. 564 
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c) Significant improvements were achieved in efficiency-emissions tradeoffs by 565 

increasing the injection pressure to 1000 bar (and higher). 566 

i. Decreasing the first injection duration (and the amount of fuel injected with the 567 

first injection) retards the start of combustion and the combustion phasing since 568 

the second injection occurs well past CA50 (in some cases even after CA90) 569 

and has little impact on the combustion energy release rates. 570 

ii. Fuel conversion efficiency increased steadily with injection pressure. The 571 

maximum efficiency achieved was ~50% (14% increase from the single 572 

injection case of 44% IFCE) 573 

d) The most attractive operating points were found to be the OP#19 and OP#20, with the 574 

injection pressure of 1200 bar and 1300 bar, respectively, at 75% PES, SOI1 = 310 575 

CAD and SOI2 = 375 CAD since these two operating points exhibited ~ 11% 576 

improvement in IFCE, the same ISNOx emissions, 40% and 50% reduction in ISCO 577 

and ISHC emissions, respectively, compared to the reference single injection case. 578 
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